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Local Spotlight: Cutters Document Destruction

At Locality Homes we know the importance of secure, convenient and cost effective shredding. When
we met Reggie Heywood with Cutters Document Destruction we knew that we were in good hands. We
could count on Reggie and his team to complete our shredding job efficiently and securely. Reggie
impressed us with his eagerness to work with us. Reggie was responsive and available to provide
mobile services at the lowest guaranteed price.

Local Family-Owned Business
Reggie and his wife, Lisa Heywood, are local Phoenix residents and the owners of Cutters Document
Destruction. The two have 6 children and 12 grandchildren. They met at a local high school before
Reggie attended Mesa Community College where he learned about the shredding industry. He went on
to be a business manager for over twenty-five years. His background in business management allows
him to fully understand what business owners are looking for when it comes to securely protecting data
without breaking the bank.

Reggie recognized the need for a shredding company that offered better pricing and services, and so
together, he and Lisa, who had been home raising their children, started Cutters Document Destruction
in October of 2010. Reggie named the business after the idea of stone cutters that break away at the
stone. He was breaking away from the traditional way of doing document destruction to bring a service
like no other. Even the colors of the company are meaningful to Reggie and Lisa, they represent North
Carolina University because of a special coach there who guided Reggie and Lisa in the starting of their
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